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Eden Park Eagles Saw Big Fire in 1911

MUSEUM
HOURS:
Tue-Sat 10a - 4p

Early on the morning of
October 30th in Eden Park, a car
swerved to miss a deer and
struck the pillar upon which one
of four eagles was perched. The
large granite statue crashed to the
ground and was badly damaged.

Closed Holidays

Prior to making their home in
the park, the eagles stood sentry
atop the imposing Chamber of
Commerce Building. On the
evening of January 10, 1911 the
building become the scene of one
of the most significant fires in the
city's history.
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A small blaze started in the
7th floor kitchen and soon spread
to the attic. Guests were not
immediately aware of the danger
and the evacuation was slow to
start. Captain Cavanaugh of
Engine 03 arrived on scene and
located the fire. He attempted to
bring it under control with an
emergency hose but the line burst
and he ordered an evacuation.
Many fire companies were
slow to arrive as they were
completing extinguishment of a

building just as the collapse
claimed this area. The floor just
inches from their feet fell away.

fire in Avondale. This delay would
prove fortunate for the firemen.
The upper three levels of the
Chamber building were suspended
from beams in the attic. The
intense heat in this area warped
the beams and a sudden collapse
destroyed a large portion of the
structure. Many firemen later
indicated that had companies
arrived more promptly, large
numbers of firemen would
certainly have been killed in the
collapse. It was a great stroke of
luck that all of the firemen who
were inside during the collapse
survived. One group was working
to force doors into the back of the

Six civilians were ultimately
killed in the collapse. The
recovery effort was a challenge in
itself. It would be 12 days before
the last body was finally pulled
from the debris. Police
Lieutenant Sam Corbin, the night
chief, would become the 7th and
final death attributed to the fire
when he died of pneumonia and
typhoid fever contracted after
suffering a minor injury at the
scene.
Soon the eagle will reclaim its
perch in the park. These statues
recall that fateful day when
firemen got lucky as they worked
to control one of our most
notable fire incidents.
- J.Peter

Captain
Cavanaugh
was among
the first
firemen on
scene

A Fresh Coat!
On November 7th, The Monday Morning Crew finished painting the doors at the Cincinnati Fire Museum.
The fresh coat of paint looks great and draws needed
attention to the museum!
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The Spotlight...Chief Barney Houston
Part 2

Barney J. Houston,
Longest Serving
Chief of the CFD.

Barney J. Houston was just
33 years old when he took
command of the Cincinnati
Fire Department in 1916. He
was the youngest chief in
history for a department the
size of Cincinnati.

The Spanish Flu would again
wreck the departments
strength and kill 17 members.
Houston was then faced with a
major labor dispute that saw
the wholesale resignation of
the majority of the
department.

Houston would face a
number of challenges early in
his career. The department
was in the midst of a major
switch from horse pulled
steam pumpers to gasoline
apparatus. World War I
played havoc with staffing and
claimed the lives of 3 firemen.

As Houston faced these
challenges the department
continued to respond to a
regular stream of emergencies.
In retirement Houston later
recalled the Crosley Fire, on
Black Sunday January 24, 1937,
as the biggest of his career. At
its height the fire encompassed

some 3.5 square miles of flood
area on which floating gasoline
burned dozens of structures to
the waterline. At one point
during the fire, Houston was
helping to advance a hose line
from a boat when an explosion
tossed him into the water. He
managed to get to dry land and
ran to the nearby Workhouse
where he changed into the
only dry clothes he could find,
prison stripes. He directed
the rest of the fire dressed as
an inmate.
- J.Peter

“Houston was
helping to advance
hose line from a
boat when an
explosion tossed
him into the
water.”

What Is That?
Can you identify this historic piece of fire department
equipment? Here you have the opportunity to test
your knowledge of the past.
We reveal the answer on the last page of this
newsletter

Greater Cincinnati Fire Memorial
The Cincinnati Fire
Museum was honored to
participate in this years
memorial service. The service
is an opportunity to remember
the many sacrifices made by all
firefighters throughout the
Greater Cincinnati area.
Firefighters lost throughout
the year were remembered by
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name. These included
Hamilton Firefighter Patrick
Wolterman who was killed in
the line of duty and Cincinnati
firefighters William Chenault
and Jordan Pieniazek who
were both active members of
the fire service at the time of
their passing. We remember
and honor your lives!
Photos D.Jones, Box13
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For The Archive...
08/18: Cincinnati Fire Lieutenant and OAPFF President Mark Sanders
elected 8th District Vice President of the IAFF

11/07: Revised CFD fire response and dispatch released (4 Engines
for a working fire and Still Alarms added)

08/27: Oscar Armstrong III memorial rededicated at Engine 09
following rehab work by Drew Salmons, son of Capt Steve Salmons

11/08: 2 Alarm Fire - 1921 Knob Court

09/29: Covington - Structural collapse at the Steffen Tool Crib
121 West Pike Street causes critical civilian injury.

11/12: Tensing Trial - Hung Jury/Mistrial Declared - Substantial but
peaceful protest march downtown from Courthouse to City Hall to
Washington Park

10/03: Ladder 21 moves to Westwood becoming Ladder 35
10/10: Medic 03 is involved in a serious wreck at Vine & Elder
10/12: New CAFA executive board sworn in (President Raffel
Prophett, VPs Cedric Robinson and Kenneth Caldwell)
10/13: Greater Cincinnati Firefighters Memorial Service
10/17: UC Active Shooter Situation - Campus Shelter In Place

11/12: 2 Alarm Fire - 2515 Burnet Ave - Park Tower Complex

11/18: Covington - Extra Alarm Fire 410 W.8th Street - St. Aloysius
Apartments
11/18: Recruit Class 114 Graduation (39 Recruits)
12/02: 2 Alarm Fire - 114 E.6th St - Boca Restaurant (1st extra alarm
fire dispatched as a Still Alarm)

11/01: Tensing Trial - Opening Statements

“Old documents and

History In Your Home
Did you have a relative in the
fire service? Do you have old
photos or documents related to
their time in the fire service? The
Cincinnati Fire Museum provides a
central location for the collection
and presentation of the history of
fire departments and firefighters
from around the region.

records can be our most
valuable resources”

Most people do not want to get
rid of their old family pictures or
papers but the fire museum has
been working to build a digital
archive. By donating a high quality
scan of your originals the museum
can continue to build its archive
and help connect other people with
resources and information when
they search for their history.

Top Shot
On December 2nd, Box 13 member and Cincinnati Fire
Photographer Bill Strite was in position to snap this great image of
Ladder 03 working the 2 Alarm Fire at BOCA Restaurant
downtown.
This fire also had the distinction of being the first Still Alarm
dispatched to be upgraded to an Extra Alarm Fire.
Thanks to Bill Strite and all our photographers for helping to
document our work and sharing their work!

For information on helping to
grow our digital archive please
contact the fire museum historian:
Justin Peter
Historian/Archivist
Justin.peter@cincinnati-oh.gov

Above: Former Cincinnati
Firefighter Henry Korb.
Thanks to his grandson, Active
Middletown Firefighter Tom
Korb for sharing this photo and
other related documents!

The Cincinnati Fire Museum opened to the
public in 1961 as a collection of firefighting
artifacts on display in the basement of Engine
Company 3’s quarters. In 1980 the museum
was moved to its current location, the former
quarters of Engine Company 45. Since that
time the museum has worked to achieve its
dual mission of presenting the history of the

315 West Court Street

fire service in our area and providing life saving

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

fire safety lessons and education.

513-621-5553
www.cincyfiremuseum.com

The Cincinnati Fire Museum remains “the only

www.cincyfirehistory.blogspot.com

local museum that saves lives!”

The Relic Room
Quarterly E-Newsletter of the Fire Museum
Justin Peter, Editor

Get Involved!
The Cincinnati Fire Museum is
successful thanks to the hard work
and dedication of the staff and
volunteers. Do you enjoy teaching
fire safety to kids? Do you love our
history? Perhaps you have a talent
for writing and would like to see your
article appear in the newsletter.
Contact the fire museum historian to
learn more about what you can do to
help.
Historian/Archivist:
Justin.peter@cincinnati-oh.gov

A Cincinnati Fire Department Pipeman stands ready for water - Photo, J.Peter

What Is It? (see pg.2)
It is the eye glass of a Vajen-Bader breathing helmet.
In 1916 this became the first CFD gas mask for use in
fire operations.

